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Florida has always been about 
beaches.

The tide comes in—the birds fly low,
As if to catch our speech.

Ah, Destiny! Why must we ever go
Away from the Florida beach?

by Constance Constance FenimoreFenimore WoolsonWoolson



If not for the beach,                                           
Florida’s urban diaspora would know no limits.



Beyond the beach,  the strip.



Then the grid.  

Florida is about freeways, boulevard and arterials,         
side streets and cul-de-sacs.

And lots and lots of parking lots.

Everyone driving everywhere         
for everything.



Save for a few old downtowns, Florida is a centreless
checkerboard of automobile grids.

With no transit of consequence, Tampa Bay is 
everywhere accessible by car, and only cars.  

This is life at 50 to 100 km per hour. 

Malls, gas stations, drug stores, office parks.

The retail life of the community is 
strung along the strip commercial.



Long, straight and relentless.



Whether Orlando 
or Langley, it’s      

all the same.   

Would there be a sense of loss      
if this just disappeared?

Is it the best we can do?

.

Langley, B.C.

Seminole, FL

For a sense of what 
could have been, 

go here

http://www.cnuflorida.org/nu_florida/roots.htm


There’s so much lost opportunity.

http://www.upf.com/book.asp?id=BELLEF05


Who came up with the grid, the strip and 
the cul-de-sac?
In America, the grid  - six-mile squares across a continent - is the 
consequence of the Northwest Ordinances of 1785 and 1787. In 
Canada, the Dominion Land Survey of 1871. Simple to survey, 
easy to divide, everything at right angles.

In the 1920s, the first suburban designers – Clarence Perry, 
Raymond Unwin, Thomas Adams – ended the tyranny of the grid. 
In came the curve and the  cul-de-sac.

In 1935-36, the Federal Housing Administration used its insurance-
approval powers to set precise standards for subdivision design.

In 1965, ITE published  “Recommended Practice for Subdivision 
Streets” - mainly about moving cars and trucks. 

At every stage the recommended widths got wider – from 
18 to 20 feet for pavements in 1929, to 24 feet in 1936, to 
34 feet in 1965.

“What began as visionary design … evolved into a rigid, over-
engineered approach … all too visible in look-alike developments.”

(Southworth and Ben-Joseph, 1995, here)

In 1942, the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE) came out with its 
Handbook – dedicated to the 
“efficient, free and rapid flow of traffic.”

http://www.questia.com/googleScholar.qst?docId=5000265098


Along with the street standards came the parking bylaws. 

Driven by land economics, they generate a formula: surface 
parking out front covering much of the site, a one-storey box in 
corporate colours, separated from every other set-back box,                
with a big sign above.

After the grid and the codes and the parking bylaws, the basic 
shape of the city is set.  The rest is detail. 



Christopher B. Leinberger, a land use 
strategist and developer, explained the 
economics of sprawl and its conse-
quences in a Brookings paper in 2001:

“Financing Progressive Development”

“Of the income-oriented products, all but two - urban 
entertainment and high-density rental apartments - must locate 
along or near strip commercial corridors and thus produce 
sprawl. And most urban entertainment and high-density 
apartments are built along sprawling strip commercial corridors 
anyway. 

“... Conventional development is well-understood, relatively easy 
to finance, simple to build and modular in nature so it does not
need to relate to the surrounding built environment. These are 
daunting advantages.”

http://www.brookings.org/dybdocroot/es/urban/capitalxchange/article3.htm


This is car world.          

When everything competes for attention at high speed, 
there are few landmarks, no special places,                     
just the asphalt and the advertising.

Matthew Stadler has a provocative rant on this subject -
Losing You Might be the Best Thing Yet - here.

http://www.thestranger.com/seattle/content?oid=34043


For moving traffic, the grid works well                         
– until it doesn’t. 

Intersections begin to fail.



Big stuff - the bridges and freeways - feed the regional         
flow of traffic onto the local grid.

Signals break the traffic stream into platoons         
and keep it moving.

Until the intersections are saturated.



And though the grid can’t keep up,           
they still build more of the big stuff.  



Politicians like delivering big stuff – and that means more 
of what causes the problem.  More roads and bridges …

And not much else.

Here.

http://www.cas.usf.edu/philosophy/mass/index.html


In Florida there’s no alternative to the car. 

There is some support for transit, but the urban 
fabric was not designed to accommodate it.  
There are few remaining streetcar villages in the 
automobile city, or even many West LA-style 
boulevards.  

Faced with densities too low, uses too 
separated, streets too hostile, the car too 
attractive, transit doesn’t compete.  It’s been left 
for the poor.  Or brought back as ersatz trolleys 
for the entertainment zones

Feet and bikes don’t seem serious options.

So their carbon footprints keep getting fatter, 
and so do they. 

Living on faith, before it gets ugly.



Fortunately, it’s not true that there aren’t alternatives. 

There are hopeful signs.

Conservative Americans seem willing to pay for rail transit.

Rail has always been                               
a part of urban Florida –
and the rights of way still exist.



There are some successful new 
routes for self-propelled people.

The Pinellas Trail
is a rail-to-trail that 
almost makes it to 
St. Petersburg.  

More herehere..

The weatherThe weather’’s s 
warm, the land is warm, the land is 
flat.  Itflat.  It’’s ideal for s ideal for 
biking, but not              biking, but not              
many do many do --
yet.yet.

http://www.pinellascounty.org/trailgd/


On closer look, the post-war subdivisions could be 
very walkable.  

There just aren’t enough places to walk to.

The residential densities aren’t high enough to 
support local retail that isn’t on arterials – and the 
arterials are not nice places to walk.

Comfortable, fearful Floridians don’t take kindly to 
density.  This is a place where four homes per acre 
is considered excessive.

http://www.sptimes.com/2006/12/22/Hernando/Density__traffic_conc.shtml


Nonetheless, there are examples of successful 
urban places fitted into the Tampa Grid.

Hyde Park Village is unabashedly upscale.  
With roots in Tampa’s first subdivision of 

1886, it fits seamlessly into its     
historic neighbourhood.

                     

                     
Three km from Downtown, two km from the 

university, blocks from the        
Bayshore seawall.  

The No. 4 bus goes right through.  The 
Tampa Trolley connects.  People walk here.

http://www.oldhydepark.com/home/default.aspx


Mixed use done well: 
condos above shops, 
well-appointed public 
spaces, good 
restaurants, services 
and shopping.

The parking is structured 
and out of sight.



Here is one place where new and denser 
development is replacing the suburban vernacular 
by referencing the styles of an earlier Florida.

More here.

http://www.oldhydepark.com/Development/default.aspx


Beautiful medium-rise 
residential buildings 

evoke the gracious hotels 
and apartments of the 

1920s and 30s.

This is how post-war 
sprawl embraces density.



Downtown, the condo towers 
are being built – maybe 

overbuilt.



Some of the older centres are finding their way back.

Architect Rick Browning - native Floridian, now returned - has  
some observations about a city that still has a hope.

In the following pages, designed and written by Rick (a model I 
welcome from other PT readers), he explores St. Petersburg - and 
has some pithy comments about Florida’s future.  



St. Petersburg, Tampa’s

neglected twin city, is an interesting

de facto experiment in the role

growth boundaries play in urban

development.  Bounded on three

sides by water and on the north by

a narrow isthmus, like it or not - St.

Pete has natural growth

boundaries.  In the flat, limitless

expanses of Florida it is virtually

alone among large cities in having

physical limits to growth.

The

result

is a

compact

downtown with

limited adjacent

residential areas, much of it with

the “good grid” streets of the 1950s

and before.  Developers simply ran out of

land for later cul-de-sac suburbs.  Not exactly a cul-

de-sac...this road leads nowhere, only out to the famous

St. Pete “Pier” building which sits improbably floating out

in the bay.



Of course, the Pier used to be gilded age masterpiece

of a casino.....

And they tore it down in the

60s to build....

this.

But the Pier remains a pleasant

pedestrian and bike destination...and

St. Pete seems to have learned from

its mistakes.  The downtown still has

some great historic buildings.



Johnny Carson’s famous

joke about St. Pete being

“God’s waiting room”

summed up the world’s

attitude about the city for

many decades....

a place with a median citizen age in

the 70s, where nothing ever hap-

pened - except funerals.  However,

this perceived flaw, along with the

actual physical limits, allowed the

city to plan and direct what develop-

ment did occur.  Other well-planned

cities, like Portland, OR, seem to

have benefited from a similar

combination of circum-

stances.

Today  St. Pete is enjoying a

modest renaissance. The median age

has plummeted into the low 50s and appears

to be headed lower still. Suddenly, what were

thought of as flaws are seen by many outsiders

as desirable characteristics.



Because so little “developable” land is left  - St. Pete is concentrating

on going up with mixed use residential in the downtown core.

Vancouver, BC style high-rise residential towers are being built in

conjunction with three-story mixed use platforms.

Thanks to the foresight of St. Pete’s city fathers in the early 1900s -

there is also a continuous greenway along the bayfront that abuts the

downtown core.  In this too it is oddly like a Coco-Lo-Moco version of

Vancouver.



Perhaps due in part to its elderly citizenry - St. Pete alone

among Florida cities has none of the usual dysfunctional

pushbutton-activated crossing signals.  All downtown “walk”

signals are automatic, 24/7.

St. P
ete has

lots of

creative and

useful

wayfinding

signage

downtownAnd plenty of
good pedestrian-

oriented public
artwork

They evenhave a Salva-
dor Dali mu-

seum within
walking dis-

tance of thedowntown core
- how cool is

that?



Sprawl happens....
cul-de-sac development is like

cancerous cells

Destroying the

healthy urban tissue

of right angle grided

streets.
The result is widely spaced

arterial roads overloaded with

the diverticuliti of hundreds of

cul-de-sac pockets serving

thousands of residents - all with

only one way in and out.

Northern Tampa residential area

Adjacent to downtown turn of last century

Tampa residential/ commercial area



In Florida, No Access = Status

Commercial development

Residential area

Great Wall

Tragically - most Florida cities are still hellbent on turning even accessible

older neighborhoods into “improved” cul-de-sac developments.  The buga-

boos are crime and cut-through traffic, but the “cure” of extensive walls and

berms just promotes even more traffic congestion and ghetto-ization.

Here’s what the end of

the street where I

grew up in the 1950s

looks like today.

Then, we could walk

one block to the dime

store.  Today, the

same trip is two miles

by car due to a con-

tinuous wall. built with

taxpayer dollars.

My childhood neighborhood

in South Florida, formerly a

place where walking to buy

groceries was possible, is

now a walled enclave.



And Mother Nature is

getting more and more

upset....

Florida’s slap-dash roads and

impervious-to-the-max urban

areas are highly susceptible

to flooding.... this was Miami

Beach two weeks ago with 5

inches of rain.

With countless cul-de-sacs

and almost no network

redundancy in many

neighborhoods....

Hurricanes happen
and cul-de-sac denizens are

trapped in mazes of their own

making with no way out.

Is this the Florida of the future?

And how far behind is the rest of

the U.S.?
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